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WHAT IS PROBATE?

In this section, we’re first going to cover specifically how probate affects title rights and the important things that
the title company will require. Understanding how probate works will help ensure everything is handled in a timely
manner to prevent any delays in closing.

Probate is court-supervised, formal proceeding that validates a Will (if there is one), appoints an executor, and
works through the process to settle an estate. After paying any debts and taxes the estate may owe, the remaining
assets will be distributed to rightful heirs and beneficiaries.

There are two broad categories of probate: Formal and Informal or Large Estate or Small Estate Affidavit. If the
gross value of all the assets owned by the deceased person is over $166,250, then you must do a formal probate.
If the total value of the assets is below $166,250, then you can use an informal proceeding, often called a Small
Estate Affidavit. A small estate affidavit is a shorter, less expensive proceeding in the probate court that that will
result in transferring real estate without probate.

If the deceased person was married when they died, then their spouse may be able to avoid probate for the assets
that are community property. The surviving spouse can file a Spousal Property Petition with the probate court. If
the petition is granted then all assets identified in the petition will not go through probate.

After applying all these exceptions, if property cannot be transferred from the deceased person to a living person
because the title is held in the name of the deceased person. You might think of it this way - if the deceased
person would need to sign a document in order to transfer ownership of an item then probate will be necessary.



How Long Does the Probate Process Take?

It can range from just a few months to well over a year. In some cases, probate can linger on for several years. While that
extreme is an exception to the rule, it’s important to understand that probate isn’t a quick process in many cases.

There are several factors which determine the length of the probate process. The size of the estate and how long it takes to
catalogue everything is one major factor. It can take some time to hunt down all the assets owned by the deceased person.
Another factor is how long creditors have to submit a claim against the estate for money owed to them.

If the executor objects to any claims by creditors or if anyone else contests the will, the court will need to hold a hearing to
resolve the dispute. This process takes some time, and it will increase the time for the entire probate process.
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PROBATE TRANSACTIONS – TITLE REQUIREMENTS

1. A copy of Letters of Administration or Letters Testamentary reflecting such authority, certified by the clerk of the court.

2. If the Administrator is provided only Limited Authority - Certified Copy of Order Confirming the contemplated
transaction to be recorded in the public records.

If the Administrator is provided Full Authority – we will require a copy of a Notice of Proposed Action, together with
satisfactory evidence that such notice was either mailed (20 day waiting period) or personally delivered (14 day waiting
period), to see if anyone entitled to Notice, objects to the proposed action.

3. A Letter from Counsel that Estate does not/will not owe any federal estate tax or if any, have been paid.
• A Federal Estate Tax Lien does not have to be recorded to attach the property, but expires 10 years after the date of the

decedent’s death.

*The above list is a general list of the requirements for a probate and may be revised by the title company based upon the specific
circumstances of the deceased, his or her estate, and the transaction.

Notes:
If the terms of transaction change from the Order Confirming Sale, prior to the issuance of any policies of title insurance, we will
require an Order Non-Pro Tunc be recorded that reflects the change(s) to the transaction.

A Probate Action in another state distributing property in California is not valid. An Ancillary Proceeding must be initiated in a
California Probate Court.

When property is not being sold, but being distributed to the heirs of the decedent, it is very important that any Court Order is
worded that the property is hereby distributed to__________, and not to be distributed to ___________,which would require a
Deed from the Executor or Administrator to the heirs.



FIDUCIARY TRANSACTIONS – TITLE REQUIREMENTS

Title company will need the following:

• Certified Copy of the Court Order to record appointing the Professional Fiduciary, which should state the
extent of their authority.

• Certified Copy of the Court Order to record authorizing the transaction being contemplated

Depending on situation we would need to see any Stipulation or Settlement Agreement. Sometimes these
create liens that could attach the property and might specify how funds are to be distributed and where and to
whom those funds would be sent. It is also possible we would want to record the document.

Depending in what capacity the Professional Fiduciary will be acting in any given transaction, will determine the
title company requirements.



TRUST TRANSACTIONS – TITLE REQUIREMENTS

If the Trustees/Trustors are both still alive, we may only require a current signed and notarized Certification of Trust.

If one or both of the Trustees/Trustors are deceased we would require a complete copy of the Trust and any Amendments to verify if
the Surviving Trustee became the sole trustee and can either act alone or possibly have to act with the named Successor Trustee/s.
We would require an Affidavit of Death of Trustee be recorded, primarily for the Assessor, to make sure they assess through to any
new buyer.

If one or both of the Trustees/Trustors become mentally incapacitated, we would require a complete copy of the Trust and any
Amendments to verify if the other Trustee becomes the sole trustee and can either act alone or possibly have to act with the named
Successor Trustee(s).

Typically, the trust will state 2 Doctors’ Letters are required to determine incapacity, and we require copies of those letters.

A Power of Attorney usually cannot be used in a Trust transactions. The ability of the Trustee to delegate their authority is usually not
provided for in a Trust because when the Trustee cannot act or chooses not to act then the named Successor Trustee can act on behalf
of the Trust.

If the Trust happens to provide for the use of a Power of Attorney then the Power of Attorney should be drafted from the Trustee of
the Trust in their capacity as Trustee to the Attorney-in-Fact, and not from the Trustee as an individual to the Attorney=in-Fact.
If possible, the Power of Attorney should be specific to the contemplated transaction. If the Power of Attorney is Durable it remains
effective even after the incapacitation of the Principal. Once the Principal dies the Power of Attorney can no longer be used.

Sometimes the trust states that upon the death of the Surviving Trustee a particular piece of real property is to be distributed to the
beneficiaries of the trust, therefore that particular piece of real property can’t be sold from the Successor Trustee of the Trust to a new
buyer.
It would have to be deeded to the beneficiaries who when then execute the deed to the new buyer.


